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THIS IS A HEADLINE
Wunderwaffen is German for "wonder weapons", and was a term assigned during
World War II by the Nazi propaganda ministry to a few revolutionary "superweapons". Most of these weapons reached the combat theatre too late, and in too insignificant numbers (if at all) to have a military effect. Even if they did, the "Wunderwaffen" mostly failed to fulfill their propaganda-inflated capabilities. Most soldiers,
and many civilians, realized that...
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AND THIS IS A HEADACHE
The buzzing sound of the V-1 flying bomb's pulse jet engine indicated the overflight path, which reduced the terror bombing effect to the general target population. Additionally, although the engine's cutoff prior to the final dive to the target
(of early V-1s) could be disconcerting because of the imminent local danger, the
silence was also a...
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THIS HEADLINE SPANS TWO
WHOLE LINES FFS
By traditional accounts, Jewish history began during the second millennium BCE
with the Biblical patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. The Jews enjoyed two
periods of political autonomy in their national homeland...
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I QUITE LIKE LONG HEADLINES
Although the Wunderwaffen completely failed to meet their strategic objective of
turning the tides of World War II in Nazi Germany's favor at a time when the war
was already strategically lost, they represented designs and prototypes that were
extremely advanced for their time...
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OH HO WHY NOT?
According to the Jewish Agency, as of 2007 there were 13.2 million Jews worldwide, 5.3 million of whom lived in Israel, 5.3 million in the United States, and the
remainder distributed in communities of varying sizes around the world; this represents 0.2% of the current estimated world population...
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RECENT COMMENTS
“Oh ho ho, sweet jewess! That’s verrry
kind of you to do. :3”
By James Bond on Oh ho why not?

“I kinda liked the jew in the woodpile. He
looked so contemptful and genuinely...”
By Comment man on This is a headline

“We dun take ur kind litely around here.”
By Jewblaster on The jews did 9/11

“The world seem obsessed with jews!”
By Archjew on Landmines

“I honestly didn’t mean to say that, but if
you wish!”
By James Bond on Oh ho why not?
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ABOUT
Yes yes, this is my blog. It is sporadically
updated. If you find yourself trolled, feel
free to let me know, ok? Thank you very
much in advance and have a nice day. :3
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